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A SELECT LIST OF BOOKS IN
MEXICAN-AMERICAN HISTORY

The following list of secondary sources includes surveys and monographs, but few collections or biographies; while some works may overlap disciplines, their content is historical on the whole and focused significantly on ethnic Mexicans in the United States.


Casas, María Raquel. *Married to a Daughter of the Land: Spanish-Mexican Women and*


García, Ignacio M. Chicanismo: The Forging of a Militant Ethos among Mexican


-----. Labor and Community: Mexican Citrus Worker Villages in a Southern California


Kaplowitz, Craig A. LULAC, Mexican Americans, and National Policy. Fronteras Series, no. 4. College Station: Texas A&M University, 2005.


Ramírez, José A. *To the Line of Fire: Mexican Texans and World War II*. C.A.
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